2021-2022 Social Impact Report

JAE advocated for a district policy that would help keep educators and students safe from COVID
infection. This policy was passed unanimously by the JPS school board and would become a legislative
win for the association.

JAE leadership invited state legislators to give legislative updates regarding issues that affect education.
The main topics included 1.) educator pay increase and 2.) critical race theory. The legislators who took
the time to speak with our membership were 1.) Sen. David Blount 2.) Rep. Zakiya Summers and 3.) Rep.
Cheikh Taylor.

This year, despite the challenges that COVID presented, JAE’s membership grew. Shout out to our
amazing member organizers and building representatives! As our membership grows, our voice gets
louder and our influence gets bigger.

JAE hosted a Winter Social. Through the social, members were really able to get to know each other
better as well as build and nurture great relationships with our elected officials, district leadership, and
MAE leadership.

JAE became a sponsor of the “South Jackson Proud Parade and Festival.” The purpose of this event is to
promote unity in the South Jackson community.

JAE leadership made several news media appearances. The purpose of these appearances was to 1.)
advocate for an educator pay raise and 2.) give reaction to critical race theory legislation

JAE was asked by a state legislator to provide critical race theory data. A survey was conducted to give
that legislator the feedback he needed to argue against critical race theory legislation. JAE was at the
policy table.

JAE President George Stewart was interviewed for a film project surrounding Critical Race Theory
legislation and its impact.

JAE along with MAE launched the “Safe Water Jackson” organizing campaign. The purpose of this
campaign is to leverage our local, state, and national resources in order to help make the water in
Jackson safer.

JAE launched the “JAE National Board Certification Scholarship Program.” This is our way of supporting
eligible members who are pursuing becoming a Master Teacher. Better educated teachers lead to better
educated students and in turn will have a tremendous impact on our society. Two members were
recipients of this award this year.

This is what strong positive activism does. House Speaker Phillip Gunn requested a meeting with MAE to
discuss the educator pay raise bill. JAE was represented in this meeting.

MAE hosted “A Day at the Capitol.” The purpose of this event was to continue to build positive
relationships with state legislators and to advocate for the passage of educator pay raise legislation. JAE
was represented at this event.

JAE’s advocacy efforts, along with our state (MAE) leadership and other education stakeholders, led to
the signing of HB 530. This law gives educators the largest pay raise in Mississippi’s history.

